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Properties

Our supplier specializes in the production of concrete design elements. The raw material that used is a 
unique reinforced mixture of cement, additives enhancers, glass fiber and special aggregates. UHPC.(ultra 
high performance concrete) The durability of concrete is known from the building construction. However 
untreated concrete is not ideal for a functional object like a cabinet door knob. Concrete is a porous material, 
so it absorbs and smudges easily. In order to be waterproof and protected from unwanted stains,  a treatment 
and the sealing of the surface is necessary. Pomolo is protected with penetrate liquids, breathable, which 
ensures the best natural result.



Aftercare

Although the concrete is a very hard material, it can break like a marble or a stone or ceramic material.  For this 
reason avoid the impact of heavy objects directly onto the concrete surface.

Please follow the instructions below to ensure the best possible maintenance of the Pomolo Knob.

The final properties are like a marble. Liquids with coloring should be wiped and removed with water before 
dry. Be careful that no acids, alkalis or solvents, come into contact with the surface. If so, it should be removed 
immediately with water. Chlorine-based cleaning agents or alkalis are not recommended. We recommend a  
soft cloth slightly dampened with lukewarm water and a mild neutral detergent. 

A wax can also be applied to maintain the concrete.

Available in three sizes Small (S), Medium (M), Large (L)

(S) D: 4,5 cm-M4  65g

(M) D: 7,2 cm-M4 170g

(L) D: 8,5 cm-M4/M8 250g

Dimensions/Weight
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Available in natural concrete grey. Every piece may appears with color tone variants on it's surface,  also between the 
pieces. 

Concrete surface displays several air holes.

This is  a natural characteristic of concrete.
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